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Abstract— For the user of a collaborative robot, it is impor-
tant to select robot parameters and trajectories such that the
task is fulfilled while ensuring human safety at the same time.
In human robot interaction (HRI), constrained collisions can
be particularly hazardous to the human and recently, collision
test devices were developed that assess safety in such scenarios.
In this paper, we propose the concept of a constrained collision
force map (CCFM), which relates the robot impact velocity and
the collision reaction method its parameterization to the peak
collision force in a constrained collision scenario. The CCFM
is a tool that will help practitioners to implement both safe
and efficient HRI applications and to understand the robot’s
collision behavior. In this work, we derive the CCFM for three
robots (UR10e, UR5e, and Franka Emika Panda) for varying
contact thresholds, contact stiffnesses, and robot poses. Finally,
we compare our results with the force estimation suggested by
ISO/TS 15066:2016.

I. INTRODUCTION
As the demand for HRI increases, it has become

paramount to analyze the performance of different
lightweight collaborative robots for their validation and
for designing or selecting the most appropriate system for
certain tasks. Well known performance metrics like pose
repeatability, maximum reach, and payload should be ex-
tended by the robot’s inherent safety characteristics as they
are important for modern collaborative robots [1], [2], [3].
Such safety characteristics should consider human injury
probability during contact [4], [6] and the robot’s collision
sensing and handling capabilities [5]. The current technical
specification for safe HRI, ISO/TS 15066:2016 (ISO/TS)
specifies that human pain onset (in particular in constrained
contact settings) shall be avoided by limiting the contact
force. The contact force in HRI depends on several factors,
e.g., the robot speed, configuration, inertial, and surface
properties, and the collision detection and reaction methods.
There exist many methods to detect and identify collisions,
which either rely on proprioceptive (motor current, joint
torque) or exteroceptive robot measurements. An overview
of common collision detection schemes is provided in [7].

For the robot user, it is difficult to predict or model
contact forces in HRI. In this paper, we introduce the concept
of constrained collision force maps (CCFM). A CCFM
quantifies a robot’s contact sensitivity in constrained contact
scenarios depending on the collision detection parameters
and the robot impact velocity. It is a practical tool that
enables the user to understand the robot’s impact behavior
and to estimate the potential hazard during impacts. We
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experimentally derive the CCFM for three different robots,
namely the Universal Robot’s (UR) UR10e, UR5e, and the
Franka Emika (FE) Panda, where we analyze the influence
of collision thresholds, collision stiffnesses, and robot poses
on the resulting peak impact force measured by a Pilz PRMS
collision test device.

This paper is structured as follow. Section II gives an
overview of collisions in physical HRI and possible bench-
mark tests. In Sec. III we introduce the idea of CCFMs. In
Sec. IV-A and IV-B the experimental results of the consid-
ered robots are presented and force and torque thresholds are
compared. Finally, Sec. V concludes the paper.

II. COLLISION BENCHMARKING IN HRI
To supply general performance benchmarks of industrial

robots like repeatability and accuracy the standard ISO
9283:1998 was launched [8]. It defines a cube of reference
positions applicable to every robot system. This cube is
based on the robot minimum and maximum reach and shall
be defined as typical operating workspace. ISO 9283:1998
provides guidelines how to apply this cube to obtain general
performance metrics like pose repeatability. Benchmarks for
motion planning are suggested in [9], which base on the user-
experience. In [10] a collection of applied context dependent
performance metrics for pHRI is presented. In the context
of perception, authors mention applying metrics based on
the signal detection and classification accuracy and describe
those by success rate of recognition. Recently, collaborative
robots task performance measurement is discussed and a
standardized approach is introduced [11].

Obviously, also evaluating collision handling schemes
requires experimental observation [7]. For robot safety based
on ISO/TS [1] testing devices for collision forces were used
to test robots compliance to safety [5]. Nevertheless, still
no standardized procedure to evaluate the performance of
collision reaction schemes especially according to their qual-
ification on real systems is known to the authors. Therefore,
we propose to use the existing devices for safety evaluation
of collisions in HRI to generate a benchmark.

III. CCFM FOR BENCHMARKING CONSTRAINED
COLLISIONS

A. Collision test device
The technical specification ISO/TS 15066:2016 [1] intro-

duces a model of the human body, which covers 21 body
regions. For each body region, a contact stiffness and a pain
tolerance is provided. The hand thresholds of the body model
are exemplary depicted in Fig. 1. These thresholds were
derived in constrained contact situations, where the human
body part was attached to a rigid surface for repeatable
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measurements [12]. We use the collision pressure measuring
kit PRMS by company Pilz, to obtain forces curves and peak
impact forces. It consists of a one-dimensional load cell, a
spring, and a rubber cover. Multiple springs and three covers
are available to adapt the stiffness according to the stiffness
of the considered human body part.

280 N
300N 

200 N

260 N
200 N

Fig. 1. Force thresholds for quasistatic contact on the dominant hand for
HRI regarding to the bodymodel in ISO/TS [1].

B. Experimental design for deriving CCFMs
Using the PRMS force measurement set we investigate for

the CCFMs by observing collision forces occurring during
collisions using the most sensitive robot settings for UR10e,
UR5e and FE Panda. As the human hand occurs to be
the body part, which is most likely to be involved in a
constrained collision we initially focus our assessment on
a human hand model. We use a spring with constant c =
75N/mm and a cover with 70 ShA for the human hand.
The force threshold for transient contact given by the PRMS
device in accordance to ISO/TS is 280N and the quasi-static
threshold is 120N. To define a comparable position for the
collision we defined each robot’s reference cube according
to DIN EN ISO 9283 [8]. The PRMS device is mounted to
the table as shown in Fig.2 and we use a Cartesian motion
generator to collide with the PRMS device at a desired speed.
Due to the maximum permissible collision force of 500N
for the PRMS device we start with 0.05m/s and stop at
0.61m/s.

center outer side

Fig. 2. Experimental setup based on the reference cube and the PRMS
collision test device for evaluating the constrained contact sensitivity of a
robot demonstrated by a UR10e robot.

Using the generated data, we establish the CCFMs, which
depict the peak force occurring at a collision depending on
the collision threshold and contact velocity. This peak impact
force is inherently related to the reactiveness of the robot and
may exceed the defined collision thresholds. As most robots
are capable to provide collision force thresholds of 100N, we
designed the map to consider force thresholds up to 100N
maximum. Nevertheless, some tactile robots provide also
torque limitation, which may lead to more sensitive reaction
schemes. We, therefore, investigate if the torque limitation

decreases the peak collision forces compared to the force
limitation. Due to the mass-force relation we include an
analysis of different positions for collision and additionally
observe the effect of low contact stiffness on the peak impact
force.

C. The influence of collision reaction

The robot’s collision reaction can contribute to the impulse
transferred at a collision. Following, we therefore look at
the implemented collision reaction of UR and FE Panda. At
collision, the UR robots show a retracting motion depicted in
Fig. 3. During the collision, the motion of the UR is reversed
and the constrained contact released.

Fig. 3. Retracting motion of UR robots at collision.

The FE Panda’s collision reaction relies on its compliance.
Instead of triggering a backwards motion, it stops and due
to its low joint stiffness the force on the contact is released
as shown in Fig. 4.

Fig. 4. Braking motion of FE Panda at collision.

IV. PEAK IMPACT FORCES AS MEASURE OF CCFMS

A. UR robots

The UR robots both enable to set the safety thresholds for
collision to Fmax = 100N. Therefore, we observe the peak
forces occurring during the constrained collision using this
setting. Fig. 5 and 6 depict the force curves derived with
velocities between 0.05m/s and 0.54m/s. For the UR10e
and UR5e of collisions notice that according to ISO/TS
15066:2016 the thresholds for transient contact with a human
hand are fulfilled below 0.26m/s. Surprisingly, the results
for UR5e with velocities above 0.4m/s show a second
increase in force at around 400ms. We assume this is a result
of the collision reaction mechanism.

To obtain the CCFMs in Fig. 7 and Fig. 8 we map the
recorded maximum peak forces to the collision constraint
setting and the applied collision velocity.
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Fig. 5. Force over time measured with the PRMS device of the UR10e.
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Fig. 6. Force over time measured with the PRMS device of the UR5e.

B. Franka Emika Panda

Similar experiments are conducted with the FE Panda. The
force curve for the threshold 100N is depicted by Fig. 10.
Besides the threshold 100N FE Panda allows to set lower
force thresholds from which we obtain the following CCFM
in Fig. 9.

For comparison of applying joint torque thresholds instead
of end effector force thresholds, we investigate the most
sensitive torque threshold, which is applicable using our
motion generator (Cartesian fourth order) and derive the peak
impact forces.
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Fig. 7. CCFM of UR10e with maximum contact sensitivity settings 100N.
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Fig. 8. CCFM of UR5e with maximum contact sensitivity setting 100N.
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Fig. 9. Force over time measured with the PRMS device of the FE Panda.
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Fig. 10. CCFM of FE Panda with various contact sensitivity settings.

C. Effect of collision thresholds on peak impact force

With these experiments, we find that setting the collision
thresholds hardly influences the maximum force measured
by the PRMS device. It can be observed that using thresh-
olds below Fmax = 20N decreases the peak impact force
in contacts with low velocities like 0.05m/s. As already
reported in [13], the application of collision reaction schemes
appears to be unable to mitigate the occurring peak impact
forces. As we can see from Fig. 9 and 11 the time, in
which the impact force builds up within the first approx.
5ms resulting in an even shorter time frame for collision
detection and reaction. We conclude that with the PRMS
device using the 75N/mm spring an almost rigid contact
occurs leaving few time for improving the collision force by
collision reaction and detection. UR5e and FE Panda only
differ slightly considering the occurring peak forces while
the UR10e, which has a higher mass causes significantly
higher forces, suggesting that differing results between FE
Panda and both UR robots are based on the robots’ masses.
Therefore, major changes of the effective mass are expected
considering different points inside the robot workspace.
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Fig. 11. Forces curves for collisions with threshold
[2.5, 2.5, 2.0, 2.0, 1.5, 1.5, 1.0] Nm measured with the PRMS device of
the FE Panda
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D. Effect of contact stiffness on peak impact force

The influence of the spring stiffness and the material
stiffness on the robots collision performance becomes visible,
when equipping the CCFM for a collision with an abdominal
muscle in comparison to the CCFMs derived for the human
hand in Section IV-B. The model of the abdominal muscle
consists of a spring c = 10N/mm and a covering material
with 10 ShA, shown in Fig. 12. The more flexible contact
seemingly decelerates the increase of the force at the colli-
sion and enables the robots sensing systems and controller
to react sooner. This leads to a visible effect of using lower
collision thresholds on the peak forces occurring during the
collision. At velocity 0.05m/s and 5N and 10N the peak
impact force is not detected by the sensor integrated to the
PRMS device.
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Fig. 12. CCFM for FE Panda at collisions with the abdominal muscle with
spring constant c = 10N/mm and covering material with 10ShA.

E. Effect of robot pose on peak impact force

Next, we consider two different positions for the collision;
at the centre of the reference cube and −5 cm from its
outer side. We obtain lower peak forces at the outer edge,
which can be explained by the orientation of the robot’s
link 5 depicted in Fig. 13. At the first collision point it is
almost vertical while at the second it is tilted about 45◦

to the ground. Therefore, less of its mass contributed to
the occurring impact force. Generally, the results in Fig. 13
named center and outer side demonstrate that the effective
mass and, therefore, the pose of the robot influences the peak
impact force.

F. Comparison to force estimation using ISO/TS 15066

Based on Sec. IV-E we evaluated the difference in force
predicted by the collision model in ISO/TS 15066:2016 and
our measurements. The maximum contact force according to
the model is

Fcol = vrel
√
µk , (1)

where k is the contact stiffness of the body part (human hand
(k = 75N/mm) in our experiment), vrel the relative velocity,
and µ the effective mass between human and robot [1]

µ = (
1

mr
+

1

mh
)−1 . (2)

The human mass is mh (for the human hand mh = 0.6 kg)
and the robot mass is

mr =M/2 +mL , (3)

where the total mass of all moving links is denoted by
M , and the load mL [1]. For each considered velocity we
calculate the estimated force based on ISO/TS 15066:2016
and compare these values to our previous results in Fig. 13.
For each impact we observe a significant underestimation in
contact force.
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Fig. 13. CCFM for FE Panda with 100N threshold at outer side and centre
of the reference cube compared to the results for estimating the force by
ISO/TS 15066 (TS).

V. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION

In this paper, we introduced constrained collision force
maps (CCFMs) as a benchmark for evaluating the collision
behavior of collaborative robots in constrained collision
scenarios. The CCFM is a practical tool that helps the
user to implement safe robot applications and understand
the collision behavior of his/her robot. We experimentally
derived the CCFM for the UR10e, UR5e, and the Franka
Emika Panda using different collision velocities and robot
collision detection thresholds. Additionally, we investigated
the difference in contact sensitivity between torque- and
force-based collision thresholds. In terms of the absolute
value of the collision thresholds, no noticeable influence on
resulting peak contact forces was observed when using a
high contact stiffness. Considering lower contact stiffness,
however, the collision detection thresholds do influence the
peak collision force. The varying peak impact forces among
the three robots observed for high contact stiffness can most
likely be explained by the significantly different inertial
properties. Lastly, a comparison between our measurements
and the collision force model in ISO/TS 15066:2016 showed
large differences, which implies that the ISO/TS model is not
well suited for estimating collision forces. The derivation of
the CCFM for further robot workspace locations and the
analysis of additional robots like the KUKA iiwa or the
Techman TM5 is subject to future work.
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